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iJSORGS
CAL.lFOR.N!A MISSIONS

SUPPRESSIVE PERSON DECLARE

LUIS A. GARCIA
MARIA ROCIO GARCIA
(aka ROCIO BURGOS-GARCIA)
Luis A. Garcia and Maria Rocio Garcia of California have committed suppressive acts
per the ecclesiastical codes of the Church and are therefore declared suppressive persons
and expelled from the Church of Scientology, pursuant to HCO PL 7 Mar. 1965RB I.
SUPPRESSIVE ACTS, SUPPRESSION OF SCIENTOLOGY AND SCIENTOLOGISTS.
Luis hus been pretending to be a Scientologist, while covertly associating with declared
SP individuals and squin-els. Maria Rocio has been supporting his actions to the point ofgoing
:o a declared SP squirrel her husband had been associating with, a squirrel who pretends to
··:i.udit" yet has no valid certs, uses no pc folders, no examiner, and an expired E-Meter. That
is no! Scientology and by supporting this squirrel, Luis and Maria Rocio are party to those
suppressive nets and squirrel activities.
"A squir:rei 1s doing something entirely different. He doesn't understand any of
Hie 1>rincipies so lle makes up a bunch of them to fulfdl his ignorance, foists them off on
a pc ::.rad gets no place."-LRH (Saint Hill Special Briefing Course Lecture 81, Level F.
S N•.)V 1961, ··checking Cuse Reports")

Lt:is has ;-,ublicly announced his resignation from the Church and shown his a!!egi:mcl!

w a smaii group of squilTels, finally showing his true colors.
-Use t his as a stabie datum: If the person is upset, somebody failed to find out

-,.,.:hat that person was sure they would find iiUt." ••.
'"The oniy reason anyone has ever left Scientology is beca~se people failed to find
out about them.''-LRH (HCOB 22 Feb. 1962, WITHHOLDS, MISSED AND PARTIAL)
impartial investigation of Luis Garcia's background and any real or imagined conflicts
he has been involved in, shows that Luis has a track of financial iJ.Tegularities. Luis was
given help by Church staff members to get his ethics in and get things sorted out. However,
he evidently faiied to keep his ethics in, to the point of blaming others for his own conditions
ar.d -:orn:n itting suppressive acts.
Luis is also spreading entheta and has attempted to communicate his distorted views in
~m effort to :11inimize his crimes and solicit others to participate in his squirrel activities, thus
:;-ying to pu!l them off The Bridge to Total Freedom.

"'when you hear scathing and brutal criticism of someone which sounds just a bit
strninecl, know that you have your eye on ovcrts against that criticized person, and next
dumce you get puH the overts and remove just that much evil from t he world."- LRH
{f·ICOB 21 Jan. i960, JUSTIFICATION)
inws!igation of Maria Rocio 's background reveals a tendency to create enturbulation
squirrei, as shown by her claims that she has powers to control people and influence
lh!!ir thoughts, and her going to a known squirrel after leaving the Church. Two years ago,
when Church staff were offering her help to get things sorted out she threatened to blow
several times, refusing help and creating organizational enturbulation on all Church staff
who tried to help her. She then intentionally made herselfunsessionable so she wouldn't go
in session and blew after this.
;!lld
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"People leave because oftheir own overts and witltholds. That is the factual fact and
the hard-bound rule. A man with a dean heart can't be hurt. The man or woman who
must must must become a victim and depart is departing because of his or her own

o,·c,ts ur.ri withholds. It doesn't matter whether the person is departing from a town or
job or a session. The cause is the same.

.1

··,\!most anyone, no matter his position, can remedy a situation no matter what's
-,y,·oag if he or she really ·wants to. When the person no longer wants to remedy it his own
overt acts and withholds against the others involved in the situation have lowered his
own ahmty to he responsible for it. Therefore he or she does not remedy the situation.
Departure is th(; only apparent answer. To justify the departure the person blowing off
dt!!:lms up things done to him, in an effort to minimize the overt by degrading those it
was done to. The mechanics involved are quite simple.S'-LRH (HCO PL 31 Dec. l 959R,
BLOW-OFFS)
Both Luis and Maria Rocio were given numerous chances to get things sorted out with
Standard Tech but both refused to follow the standard ecclesiastical lines and procedures.
Luis and Maria Rocio have intentionally joined people of their ilk outside the Church,
a smail group of squirrels, and clearly are not Scientologists. They are squilrels.
By their actions they are guilty of the following Suppressive Acts, per HCO PL
7 Mar. i 965RB I, SUPPRESSIVE ACTS, SUPPRESSION OF SCIENTOLOGY AND
SCIENTOLOG!STS:

.. Pu hlic disavowal of Scientology or Scientologists in good standing with Scientology
o,gani.zatfons. ••
••Public statements against Scientology or Scientologists but not to Committees of

Evtdence duly convened."
"'Continuerl membership in a divergent group.,,
··Continued adherence to a person or group pronounced a suppressive person or
gnmp by HCO."
"Failure to handic or disavow and disconnect from a person demonstrably guilty
of suppressive nets."
"fofiitrating a Scientology group or organization or staff to stir up discontent or
µretest at the instigation of hostile forces."

"Seeking to spHnte:r off an area of Scientology and deny it properly constituted
authority for pcrsonai prnfit, personal power or 'to save the organization from the
Mgr.er uffice!·s of Scientology.'"

""Engaging in malicious rumormongering to destroy the authority or repute of
hlgilcr officers 01· the leading names of Scientology or to 'safeguard' a position."
··Cakulatcd efforts to disrupt Church services or the flow of public up the Bl"idge
tbr-0ugll the Churches."

"Violation or neglect of any of the ten points of Keeping Scientology Working,"
cspcciaily:

"Seven: Hammering out of existence incorrect technology.
·'Eight: Knocking out ~ncorrect applications.
"Nine: Closing the door on any possibility of incorrect technology.
"'Ten: Closing the door on incorrect application."
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Any certificates or awards that may have been issued to Luis and Maria Rocio Garcia
are hereby cancelled. Further, any licenses they may have signed to use the marks of
Dianetics and Scientology are hereby also cancelled. They may not use the marks in any
manner whatsoever.
Should. tl1ey come to their senses and recant, they are to do steps A-E laid out in
HCO PL 7 Mar. 1965RB I, SUPPRESSIVE ACTS, SUPPRESSION OF SCIENTOLOGY
AND SCIENTOLOGISTS.

They are not welcome in any Sciento1ogy org, mission or group. Their only Scientology
tenninal is the International Justice Chiefvia the Continental Justice Chief.

rNTERNATIONAL JUSTICE CHIEF
Authorized by
LRH COMM INTERNATIONAL
for

CHURCH OF SCIENTOLOGY
INTERNATIONAL
CSl:OC:ME:cik.:ib

